Abstract. Consider any nonzero univariate polynomial with rational coefficients, presented as an elementary algebraic expression (using only integer exponents). Letting σ(f ) denotes the additive complexity of f , we show that the number of rational roots of f is no more than
Introduction
This paper presents another step in the author's program [Roj02] of establishing an arithmetic analogue of fewnomial theory. (See [Kho91] for the original exposition of fewnomial theory over the real and complex numbers.) Here, we show that the number of geometrically isolated roots (cf. section 2) of a polynomial system over any fixed p-adic field (and thereby any fixed number field) can be bounded from above by a quantity depending solely on the additive complexity of the input equations.
So let us first clarify the univariate case of additive complexity: If L L L is any field, we say that f ∈ L[x] has additive complexity ≤ s for all j ∈ {2, . . . , s}. We then define the additive complexity (over L L L) of f f f ,
, to be the least s in such a presentation of f as an algebraic expression. Note in particular that additions or subtractions in repeated sub-expressions are thus not counted, e.g., 9(x − 7) 99 (2x + 1) 43 − 11(x − 7) 999 (2x + 1) 3 has additive complexity ≤ 3.
It has been known since the work of Allan Borodin and Stephen A. Cook around 1974 [BC76] that there is a deep connection between additive complexity over the real numbers R and the number of real roots of a nonzero polynomial in R [x] . For example, they showed that there is a real constant K such that the number of real roots of f is no more than
, where the number of exponentiations is σ R (f ) − 1 [BC76] . Jean-Jacques Risler, using Khovanski's famous Theorem on Fewnomials [Kho80, Kho91] , then improved this bound to (σ R (f ) + 2)
line 6]. (Dima Grigoriev derived a similar bound earlier [Gri82] and both results easily imply a simplified bound of C
2 for the number of real roots of f , for some C with 1 < C < 32.) Here, based on a recent near-optimal arithmetic analogue of Khovanski's Theorem on Fewnomials found by the author (cf. section 2 below), we give arithmetic analogues of these additive complexity bounds. Our first main result can be stated as follows:
Theorem 1 Let p be any rational prime and let log p (·) denote the base p logarithm function. Also let c := e e−1 ≤ 1.582, let L be any degree d algebraic extension of Q p , and let f ∈ L[x]\{0}. Then the number of roots of f in L is no more than For instance, we see that for any non-negative integers α, β, γ, δ, ε, λ, µ, ν, ρ, ω and constants c 1 , d 1 , c 2 , d 2 , c 3 ∈ Q 2 , the polynomial The importance of bounds on the number of roots in terms of additive complexity is two-fold: on the one hand, we obtain a new way to bound the number of roots in L of an arbitrary univariate algebraic expression. Going the opposite way, we can use information about the number of roots in L of a given algebraic expression to give a lower bound on the minimal number of additions and subtractions necessary to evaluate it. More to the point, a recent theorem of Smale establishes a deep connection between the number of integral roots of a univariate polynomial, a variant of additive complexity, and certain fundamental complexity classes.
To make this precise, let us slightly modify our formalization of an algebraic expression. Rather than allow arbitrary recursive use of integral powers and field operations, let us be more conservative and do the following: Suppose we have f ∈ Z[x 1 ] expressed as a sequence of the form (1, x, f 2 , . . . , f N ), where f N = f (x) and for all i ≥ 2 we have that f i is a sum, difference, or product of some pair of elements (f j , f k ) with j, k < i. Let τ (f ) τ (f ) τ (f ) denote the smallest possible value of N − 1, i.e., the smallest length for such a computation of f . Clearly, like σ Q (f ), τ (f ) is no more than the number of monomial terms of f , and is often dramatically smaller. Note however that we clearly have
In other words, an analogue (regarding complexity theory over C) of the famous unsolved P ? = NP question from computer science (regarding complexity theory over the ring Z/2Z) would be settled. The question of whether
remains open as well but it is known that P C = NP C =⇒ NP ⊆ BPP. (This observation is due to Steve Smale and was first published in [Shu93] .) The complexity class BPP is central in randomized complexity and the last inclusion (while widely disbelieved) is also an open question. The truth of the hypothesis of Smale's τ Theorem, also know as the τ τ τ -conjecture, is yet another open problem, even for κ = 1.
Remark 3 Going 2-adic thus enables one to derive a bound of 2
for the number of integral roots of f , thanks to theorem 1. This appears to be the best current bound in terms of τ (f [BC76] for an even bigger lower bound). ⋄
Our main results are proved in section 3, where we in fact prove sharper versions. There we also prove a refined number field analogue of theorem 1, which we now state. Recall that if L is a subfield of C and x ∈ C then we say that x x x is of degree
Theorem 2 Following the notation of theorem 1, let δ ∈ N and suppose instead now that L is a degree d algebraic extension of Q. Then the number of roots of
In summary, theorems 1 and 2 appear to be the first bounds on the number of roots in a local field or number field which make explicit use of additive complexity. In particular, our results thus extend an earlier result of Lenstra on polynomials with few monomial terms to the setting of an even sharper input encoding. Recall that for any field L we let L * := L \ {0}. Recall that q L is always an integer power of p and e L log p q L = d.
Example 2 Considering the polynomial 
Useful Multivariate Results
n ]\{0}, and m i m i m i is the total number of distinct exponent vectors appearing in f i (assuming all polynomials are written as sums of monomials). We call F F F :
. . , m k ), and we call a root ζ of F geometrically isolated iff ζ is a zero-dimensional component of the underlying scheme over the algebraic closure of L defined by F . If L is a finite extension of Q p (resp. Q) then we say that we are in the local (resp. global) case. 
, where c := 
Various other improvements of these bounds are detailed in [Roj02]. However, let us at least point out that our bound above is nearly optimal: For fixed L, log B (L, (µ, . . . , µ), (n, . . . , n) ) and log A(L, (µ, . . . , µ), (n, . . . , n)) are Θ(n log µ), where the implied constant depends on L (and d and δ) [Roj02, example 2].
Via our definition of additive complexity we will thus reduce the proofs of our main results to an application of Arithmetic Multivariate Descartes' Rule. In particular, it appears that any further improvement to our main results would have to come from a different technique.
In any case, our techniques also yield the following generalization of theorems 1 and 2.
Definition 1 Following the notation above, given any
, to be the smallest s such that 
geometrically isolated roots in L n in the local case. Furthermore, in the global case, F has no more than
The proof of theorem 3 in fact gives a slightly better bound (cf. section 3). In closing, let us point out a topological anomaly: Over R, one can actually bound the number of connected components of the zero set of a multivariate polynomial in terms of additive complexity [Gri82, Ris85] . Unfortunately, since Q p is totally disconnected as a topological space [Kob84] , one can not derive any obvious analogous statement in our arithmetic setting. This is why we consider only geometrically isolated roots in the multivariate case. Nevertheless, it would be quite interesting to know if one could bound the number of higher-dimensional irreducible components defined over L in terms of additive complexity, when L is a p-adic field.
The Proofs of Theorems 1-3
Let us first simultaneously prove theorems 1 and 2. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2: First note that by the definition of additive complexity, x is a geometrically isolated root of f =⇒ (X 0 , . . . , X s ) is a geometrically isolated root of the polynomial system G = O, where the equations are exactly (or roots in C s+1 of degree ≤ δ over L) precisely enough to conclude. Toward this end, note that the first equation of G = O implies that at least one X i must be 0. Note also that for any root (X 0 , . . . , X s ) of G, X i = 0 =⇒ the value of (X 0 , . . . , X i ) uniquely determines the values of (X i+1 , . . . , X s ) (thanks to the last s − i equations of G). So it in fact suffices to find the total number of geometrically isolated roots in (L * ) j (or roots in (C * ) j of degree ≤ δ over L) of all systems of the form G ′ = O, where the equations of G ′ are exactly
. . .
as j ranges over {0, . . . , s}.
To conclude, we thus see that G has no more than
geometrically isolated roots in L s+1 in the local case, and no more than
, 2), (2, . . . , s, s)) geometrically isolated roots in C s+1 of degree ≤ δ over L in the global case. Via Arithmetic Multivariate Descartes' Rule and an elementary calculation, we are thus done. , and our bounds from example 1 can be improved to 3 and 15 in the respective cases of σ Q2 (f ) = 1 and σ Q2 (f ) = 2. (This is how we derived the bound cited in the abstract.) ⋄ Proof of Theorem 3: First note that by the definition of additive complexity, (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is a geometrically isolated root of F =⇒ (X 1 , . . . , X n+s ) is a geometrically isolated root of the polynomial system G = O, where the equations are exactly i , m i,j , and m ′ i,j are suitable constants. In particular, k ≤ n easily implies that F has no geometrically isolated roots in L at all, so we can assume that k ≥ n.
So we now need only count the geometrically isolated roots of G in L n+s (or roots in C n+s of degree ≤ δ over L) precisely enough to conclude. Toward this end, note that the first k equations of G = O imply that at least n distinct X i must be 0, for otherwise (X 1 , . . . , X n+s ) would not be an isolated root. So it in fact suffices to find the total number of geometrically isolated roots of all systems of the form G ′ = O, where the equations of G ′ are exactly , ε i ∈ {0, 1} for all i, exactly j of the ε i are 0, exactly n − j of the variables X 1 , . . . , X n have been set to 0, and j ranges over {0, . . . , n}. In particular, we thus see that X n+ℓ is equal to a product involving no more than j + ℓ variables. Now note that while Arithmetic Multivariate Descartes' Rule only counts roots in (L * ) n , there is a very simple trick to get a similar bound for roots in L n : simply set all possible subsets of variables to zero, use Arithmetic Multivariate Descartes' for each possibility, then sum up. This clearly results in a bound no larger than 1 + 2 n B(L, (m 1 , . . . , m n ), N ) in the local case and 1 + 2 n A(L, δ, (m 1 , . . . , m n ), N ) in the global case. To conclude, we thus see that G has no more than Remark 6 Note that the same proofs will essentially work verbatim if we replace L throughout by any other field admitting a multivariate analogue of Descartes' Rule. In particular, via the approach of our proofs, it is possible to improve slightly the bounds of [Gri82, Ris85] over R. We leave this as an exercise for the interested reader. ⋄
